Prolonged neoadjuvant combined androgen blockade leads to a further reduction of prostatic tumor volume: three versus six months of endocrine therapy.
In most clinical trials that have investigated the potential beneficial effects of neoadjuvant combined androgen blockade (CAB) in clinically localized prostate cancer, CAB has been given for 3 months, but no data are available on the influence of a longer duration of neoadjuvant CAB on the pathologic features of prostate cancer. Prostatectomy specimens of 40 patients, randomized to 3 (n = 18) or 6 (n = 22) months of neoadjuvant CAB, were blindly evaluated with regard to tumor volume, pathologic stage, and surgical margins. The morphologically most vital tumor areas were investigated for nucleolar size and MIB-1 defined proliferative activity. The patients treated for 6 months had a median tumor volume 60% lower than the 3-month treatment group (P = 0.005). In the 6-month treatment group, no residual tumor could be found in 2 cases, but the proportion of prostatectomy specimens with seminal vesical invasion and positive surgical margins was not statistically different from that after 3 months. Compared with untreated controls, tumor proliferative activity assessed by MIB-1 immunoreactivity was significantly lower at 3 and 6 months of neoadjuvant CAB (P = 0.01). However, in 2 of 1 7 examined tumors that had been treated for 6 months, high MIB-1 scores suggested a development toward therapy-resistant cancer. Prolonged neoadjuvant CAB for 6 months leads to a further decrease in prostatic tumor volume compared with the findings after 3 months. In a few instances, residual tumor areas with substantial MIB-1 defined proliferative activity persist at 6 months, thus indicating that in at least some cases, despite the overall decrease in tumor size, cancer cells can continue the cell cycle under CAB.